
H 609 Humidifier hot and cold mist

Product data sheet

Product category Humidifiers

Brand Qlima

Model H 609

Colour White

EAN code 8713508778594

Technical specifications
Evaporative capacity l/24h 9

Autonomy h 24

Power consumption cool mist / hot
mist

W cool mist 23

hot mist 113

Power supply V/Hz/Ph 220 - 240~ / 50/60 / 1

Current nominal A cool mist 0,19

hot mist 0,54

Suitable for space m³ 125

Capacity water tank l 7,5

Operating range °C 5 ~40 / 70 ~ 70

Sound pressure noise level at 1 m
(SPL)

dB(A) 42

Humidifier system cool mist ultrasonic (cold mist)

hot mist electric

Control electronic

Adjustable evaporation
(low/medium/high)

Yes

Negative ions generated ions/cm³ 1.10⁶

Included filters Water softener

Dimensions (w x d x h) mm 182 x 259 x 397

Net. weight kg 3,0

Length power cord m 1,8

Protection class IPX0

Warranty year 2

All data is measured in accordance with applicable EU specified standards at the time of
production. To be used for indicative purposes only.

Package content
Humidifier, User manual

Accessories (to order)
Description EAN code

Water filter H 609/408 [8713508782058]

20 ft = 608
40 ft = 1656
40 HQ = 1280

W x D x H =

24.1 x 32 x 45.3 cm

Gross weight

3.5 kg



H 609 Humidifier hot and cold mist

Hot mist

Very silent

Timer function

Negative ION
generation

Removable water
reservoir

Etheric oil diffuser

360° mist

Ultrasonic technology: Due to the use of ultrasonic technology the energy 
consumption of the unit in cool mist mode is low.

Water softener: Reduces calcium and magnesium deposits in the unit. Since 
the evaporated mist contains less calcium and magnesium white coating on 
and around the unit will be reduced.

Ionizer function: Automatic production of negative ions for a greater comfort of 
use.

Stylish design: The design of this unit in black/silver combined with a blue 
LED display gives the unit a high-end futuristic look.

Quiet operation: The humidifier hot and cold mist works with an extremely low 
noise level, comparable with whispering level. The only thing you here is the 
tranquilizing sound of the bubbling of water every now and than. 

Controllable humidity capacity: The required moisture output can be 
adjusted by means of a button, 3 mist capacities can be selected.

Large water container: The humidifier hot and cold mist is equipped with a 
large 7,5 liter water container. Due to the large size of the water container the 
unit can operate for at least 24 hours continuously, without a water refill.

Essential oil diffuser: Its possible to add a few drops of essential oil to a 
sponge in the mist nozzle. Essential oils are diffused with the mist.

Timer: The unit is equipped with a timer to switch off the unit automatically 
after the selected time period (with a maximum of 24 hours).

Rotatable top cap: The unit is provided with a rotatable top cap, introducing a 
360º selectable moisture flow outlet direction.

Refill indication: When the unit needs to be refilled this is indicated on the 
display and by means of an alarm sound.

Cool mist and hot mist: Cool mist has a lower capacity, with a lower energy 
consumption. When selecting hot mist an heater inside the unit is switched on 
giving the unit more moisture output (approx 20%), the energy consumption will 
be higher.

Negative ion generation: Negative ions are generated during operation.

Safety device: When the water container is empty, the unit switches off 
automatically.

Full colour box: The unit is delivered in a stylish full colour box showing 
application and operation information in multiple languages.

Note: The humidifier hot and cold mist has to be cleaned periodically to avoid 
damage by scaling. Use the same agent as for your coffee machine.


